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America is a maritime nation. U.S. national security must contend with increasing Great Power Competition 
(GPC). The release of the Tri-Service Maritime Strategy, “Advantage at Sea,” calls upon the Navy, Marine 
Corps and U.S. Coast Guard to create a much more integrated all-domain Naval force, and to contain China 
and address the day-to-day competition happening now on the seas.  The strategy details how our maritime 
services will move forward together, and prioritizes training and education as the first of six Lines of Effort.  
 
Additionally, the Chief of Naval Operations, 
Admiral Gilday published his 2021 
NAVPLAN outlining his objectives for this 
year, and directs the Naval Education 
Enterprise to further align its curriculum 
and research to deliver warfighting 
advantage. The Commandant’s Force 
Design 2030 also calls for tighter coupling of research and education.  For 112 years the Naval Postgraduate 
School (NPS) has played a vital role in developing leaders and delivering solutions for U.S. Naval forces. The 
contemporary battlespace is rapidly increasing in technical complexity, which requires us to simultaneously 
apply knowledge, accelerate solutions and develop leaders with the knowhow to use them.  
 
From warfighting enablement to defense management, we must shape the future while developing our 
intellectual capital as a critical component of GPC. NPS will build on its history of integrating applied research 
and education. Only NPS synchronizes graduate education and 
applied research, with student operational experience and faculty 
expertise to deliver twice the return on education investment: today's 
innovative solutions, and tomorrow’s innovation leaders. Ultimately, 
our value is assessed in terms of the impacts we have on the 
effectiveness of our fighting forces.   
 
My Priorities: 
• Discover Knowledge – The NPS experience uniquely enables our 
operationally experienced students to apply what they learn to 
solve problems and make a difference. Knowledge discovered and 
applied through our research-based education must be further 
aligned to enhance competitiveness and warfighting advantages.  
• Deliver Solutions – Research and education are uniquely 
catalyzed here at NPS in a diverse military environment. We will expand our applied research 
opportunities (including classified) and make improvements to the business of research.  Student-faculty 
research must advance warfighting concepts and capabilities needed to compete and win.  
• Develop Leaders – Technological leadership is more than being first in technology. Bold thinking and 
innovative leaders with mastery, commitment and courage are essential. Our leadership in teaching, 
research, and the business of defense enables us to deliver the future leaders of our future forces. 
 
My Intent: NPS becomes fully optimized as DON’s applied research university.  As a secure graduate-level 
science and technology education institution dedicated to defense outcomes and warfighting capability, we 
will solve problems, empower students and work to ensure alumni success throughout their careers. We will 
accelerate our “Advantage at Sea” as the premier source for thought leaders, innovative solutions and 
graduates prepared for the contemporary battlespace and future national security challenges. 
NPS President’s 2021 Intent 
“NPS is the Navy’s applied research university. There are functions that 
occur here that we can’t get anywhere else in the world. The surplus of 
experience and knowledge partnered with the ability to work on 
classified material on a secure campus makes NPS an invaluable asset 





r e s p o n s i v e  i n t e r d i s c i p l i n a r y   a p p l i e d  i n n o v a t i v e  c l a s s i f i e d  s e c u r e        
 
 
Our Mission: To provide defense-focused graduate education including classified studies and interdisciplinary 
research, to advance the operational effectiveness, technological leadership and warfighting advantage of the 
Naval service. 
 
2021 Key Lines of Effort:  We must optimize who we are to fulfill our potential. In support of higher 
guidance, NPS will endeavor this year to enhance our value proposition of defense relevant outcomes in 
seven areas. We will become more: 
 
• Strategic: Update the NPS Strategic Plan with actions necessary to achieve a new vision that optimizes 
NPS’ full potential. We will co-develop and articulate a compelling vision for NPS that expands our value 
as DON’s applied research university and develop the strategy to achieve it while aligning desired 
outcomes to Naval and national defense guidance. 
• Interdisciplinary: Develop and leverage the Naval Warfare Studies Institute (NWSI) as a transformation 
catalyst towards our vision. NWSI is a new and vital link between Naval forces, the NR&DE, industry and 
the academic/research centers at NPS to help coordinate NPS interdisciplinary solutions to solve key 
operational problems. 
• Innovative: Focus/grow NPS applied research and classified capabilities. As a member of the Naval R&D 
Establishment (NR&DE), we will increase student-faculty opportunities and seek to add more CRUSER-
like research programs for Naval S&T priorities and emerging technologies (AI/ML, quantum, autonomy, 
5G, cyber, 3D manufacturing, space systems, energy, M&S), that our forces need to compete and win.  
• Engaged: Communicate the value of NPS to stakeholders and the imperative of optimizing our full 
potential. We will publish the NPS communication strategy and goals, and establish the Strategic 
Communication Agent’s Network (SCAN) to involve and empower leaders campus-wide. NPS value is 
measured in terms of the outputs we deliver and the outcomes we generate. 
• Responsive: Expand our value through greater access to NPS as a global DL platform. We will leverage 
technologies and innovative methods learned from COVID to increase access and enrollment.  Enhanced 
distance learning, new professional certificates and future hybrid low-residency programs will advance 
our military and civilian STEM workforce capability. 
• Accountable: Transform the business of NPS through data-driven decision-making. We will implement 
the Business Operations Plan, which includes a new HR strategy, effective financial systems, budget 
optimization, automated workflows and optimization of the Acquisition process and resources. Our IG 
inspection in August is a critical milestone for how we run the business of NPS, but is also a chance to 
gain credibility and license to grow through scrutinized accountability. We are a university and a publicly 
accountable defense institution – be “IG Ready, Everyday!” 
• Prepared: Develop a plan and prepare NPS for the post-COVID operating environment. The safety and 
health of our students, faculty, staff and families comes first. We will adhere to the good COVID protocols 
we established. Working with NSAM, we will follow official guidance as vaccinations enable change to 
FPCON and HPCON levels and the eventual return to on-campus coursework, research and activities. 
 
NPS has an increasingly important role to play in Great Power Competition, which magnifies the imperative 
to fully optimize our value proposition as a defense-focused graduate university. Through priority focus on 
discovering Knowledge, delivering Solutions and developing Leaders in combination with my Intent, our 
Mission and our Lines of Effort this year, we will ensure greater impact and outcomes for a more decisive, 
integrated, all-domain Naval force.  
 
